Section 2. Land and Water Resource Narrative
The Roseau River watershed planning area only includes the US portion of the Roseau River
basin and will be referred to as the Roseau River watershed for this plan. Approximately 88%
of the watershed is located within Roseau County and the rest is found in Lake of the Woods
County (5%), Beltrami County (4%), Kittson County (2%), and Marshall County (1%). While the
watershed is flat in topography due to former glacial action and previous existence as ancient
Lake Agassiz lakebed bottom, a diverse landscape of peatlands, wetlands, forests, croplands,
pasturelands, beach ridges, and watercourses spans across the area. This landscape has
defined natural and cultural history and continues to influence today’s society and land use
patterns.

Past

Geomorphology/Topology
The Roseau River basin was
formed around 14,000 years
ago by sheets of ice that
carved out land features and
then retreated during the last
ice age (Hoff, 2018). The
glaciers advanced and
retreated more than once,
and consequently glacial
Lake Agassiz filled and
drained more than once.
During glacial retreat, Lake
Agassiz was the dominant
feature of the landscape that

Figure 1. Geomorphology of the Roseau River Watershed

filled the Red River basin and the entire Roseau

*Diamicton – a terrigenous sediment (a sediment

River basin was covered by water. This glacial lake

resulting from dry-land erosion) that is unsorted to

finally receded about 8,500 years ago and left

from clay to boulders, suspended in a matrix of mud

poorly sorted and contains particles ranging in size
or sand.
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behind the present-day landscape of lake beds (Roseau, Mud, Whitney, etc.), lowlands, beach
ridges, and upland glacial
till.
The Roseau River basin
terrain is nearly level, except
for the ancient lake beaches
that still defines the
landscape today. Lakederived silts and clays are
the major soil types. Water
infiltration rates are slow
due to the impermeability
of clay soils, lending to a
high-water table in much of
the watershed. Additionally,

Figure 2. Elevation of the Roseau River Watershed

peat bogs are common in localized depressions. The Roseau River is the backbone of the
watershed, following a west to northwest course. River slope upstream of the city of Roseau is
about 17 feet per mile and downstream, the slope flattens to 0.2 feet/mile in the Big Swamp
area.
The Red River basin soils
and geologic features mold
the two major ecoregions
within the Roseau River
watershed. Ecoregions
across North America are
identified by geology,
landforms, soils, vegetation,
climate, land use, wildlife,
and hydrology by the
USEPA in collaboration with
other agencies. The
Northern Minnesota

Figure 3. Level IV Ecoregions of the Roseau River Watershed
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Wetlands area includes the northern, eastern, and southern parts of the watershed and
dominants most of the watershed between the two ecoregions. The Northern Minnesota
Wetlands is defined by peatlands. The Lake Agassiz Plain ecoregion is in central Roseau River
watershed. This ecoregion is defined by beach ridges, sand deltas, and plains.

Soils
The soils of the Roseau River watershed are varied, having developed under different types of
vegetation, topography, and drainage regimes. One thing these soils have in common is that
they all developed from a mixture of clay, silt, sand, gravel, and rock deposits from glacial
action. Over time, wind and water action on glacial deposits sorted the materials giving rise to
the various soil textures found in the watershed today. Because of poor drainage, peat soils
developed in some areas where organic materials accumulated and did not decompose
completely.
Three general types of soil are found in the Roseau River watershed: river (fluvial) sediments,
varying depths of lake (lacustrine) deposits, and glacial drift. Soil textures vary across the
watershed, determining soil drainage properties, rate of water infiltration or runoff, erosion
potential, and drought
resistance. The
northern watershed
area has mainly
organic soils with peat
and muck in the
wetland areas; the
central area has large
areas of black, limey,
clay soils that are made
up of clay, silt, sand,
gravel, cobble, and
boulders; and the
southern part of the
watershed has sandy

Figure 4. Marschener's Pre-Settlement Vegetation of the Roseau River Watershed

soils.
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Pre-Settlement Vegetation
Prior to European settlement in the area, the vegetation of the watershed is estimated as
being 21.3% dry and wet prairie and the remaining 67.4% woody vegetation and wetlands.
The Minnesota DNR and the US Forest Service developed an Ecological Classification for
identification of ecological patterns with landscape classification (MNDNR, 2022a). Biotic and
environmental factors that go into this classification system are climate, geology, topography,
soils, hydrology, and vegetation. Map units go from large areas to increasingly smaller areas
with a total of eight levels. Province, Section, and Subsection are the top three units within the
ecological classification system. Incidentally, they all have the same delineation within the
Roseau River watershed and split the watershed almost in half.
Table 1. Ecological Classifications of Roseau River Watershed
Roseau River Watershed

West Side – 46.3%

East Side – 53.7%

Province

Tallgrass Aspen Parklands

Laurentian Mix Forest

Section

Lake Agassiz, Aspen

Northern Minnesota and

Parklands

Ontario Peatlands

Aspen Parklands

Agassiz Lowlands

Subsection
Land Type Associations are
units within Subsections that
are defined using glacial
landforms, bedrock types,
topographic roughness, lake
and stream distributions,
wetland patterns, depth to
ground water table, soil
parent material, and
Marschener’s presettlement vegetation.

Watershed History
The Roseau River waters

Figure 5. Roseau River Watershed Land Type Associations

have been used for many different purposes: transportation, resource for food, energy and
transport system for sawmills and planing mills, and recreation.
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Soon after the glaciers receded, indigenous populations started to live in the area, thriving
from resources found in the area, especially along rivers and lakeshores. Historical records
indicate mainly Chippewa, Sioux, and Mandan tribes inhabited and traversed across the area.
It wasn’t until the 1730s when the first Europeans came through. In 1734, French traders made
their way to the Roseau River area from Fort Saint Charles on Magnusson’s Island in Lake of
the Woods. The fur trade was a major economic driver from the early 1700s to the mid-1800s.
In the 1760s the British Hudson Bay Company took over business in the region. A Hudson Bay
Company Post was eventually built on the south shore of the Roseau River where it entered
the former Roseau Lake shortly after representatives visited the area in 1847. The post was
short-lived as it was abandoned for unknown reasons in 1851.
By the late 1800s, more settlers were entering the watershed area, being attracted to the
abundance of timber, wild game, and open grass areas for pasture and hay. As early as 1888,
settlers began to concentrate on a point known as Pelcher’s Crossing, where the village of
Roseau eventually came into existence in 1892. Many settlers had traditional agricultural
backgrounds and found farming difficult due to the natural hydrology and flood-prone lands
of the Roseau River watershed. Drainage ditches were generally constructed between 1900
and 1925 by private landowners and groups of landowners as well as by local, state, and
federal governments for agricultural purposes and settlement. In 1906, the 10 river cut-offs in
the Big Swamp area were constructed and the river was also dredged through Roseau Lake.
The natural hydrology and flood-prone lands still impact agriculture lands and infrastructure
to this day. Several ditch networks have been constructed in recent years by the Watershed
District and the City of Roseau for drainage and flood relief purposes.

Present

Land Use and Socioeconomics
Prevalent Land Use

The prevalent land use transitions from wetlands and forest in the southeast portion of the
watershed to the majority of cultivated cropland concentrated along the mainstem of the
Roseau River to the upstream limit of a wetland area locally known as Big Swamp.
Approximately 29.1% of the watershed is dedicated to crop production and 4% to hay and
pasture. Wetlands comprise about 44% of the watershed and cultivated land comprises 32%
(MPCA, 2020b). Private lands total about 61.2% of the watershed area (NRCS, 2007). The
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Federal and State
governments control
1.1% and 36.9% lands,
respectively, and Red
Lake Nation
sovereign lands are
0.8%. Common
soybeans, hard
spring wheat, corn,
canola, and alfalfa
are the top five crops
planted in 2021 and
account for 61% total
field acres across
Roseau County

Figure 6. Land Use within the Roseau River Watershed

(Spaeth, 2021). The top five grass crops are perennial ryegrass, natives, Kentucky bluegrass,
reed canary, and timothy. Total grass crops are 19% of total field acres. CRP and other
government program acres total 8% and pasture mixes are 4%. There is an increasing
demand for tiling
system installation.
Producers that use
tiling have not put
in a system to
reduce nutrient
runoff or for water
management
during dry years.
There are a total of
37 feedlots in the
watershed (MPCA,

Figure 7. Agricultural Land Use Practices within the Roseau River Watershed

2020b). The top three livestock categories across the county are turkeys (>80%), cattle, and
bees. Most of the turkey facilities are within the Two Rivers watershed area. Logging and
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forestry are two other important industries that both private landowners and the Minnesota
DNR manage for various purposes. Developed area only makes up 2.3% of the watershed and
includes the only incorporated community, the City of Roseau. Two major unincorporated
communities are Salol and Wannaska.

Population Demographics
The City of Roseau’s population is 2,644 (USCB, 2020). The total population of the watershed
is 7,731 or 7.28 people per square mile (DNR, 2017). The rest of the demographics are Roseau
County as a whole. Most of the residents are white (92.6%), 2.8% are Asian, 1.9% are Native
American, 1.5% are Hispanic, and 0.7% are Black. Population density is greatest along the
State Highway 11 corridor (DNR, 2017).

Figure 8. Population Density (MNDNR, 2017)
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Figure 9. Roseau County Demographics

DNR, 2015b; USCB, 2020; ACS, 2019
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Figure 10. Roseau County Producer Demographics

2017 USDA Census, https://www.nass.usda.gov/
Table 2. Level of Education in Roseau County

Level of Education

Percentage of Population

< 9th Grade

3%

Some High School

4%

High School

35%

Some College

27%

Associates

11%

Bachelors

16%

Graduate/Professional

4%

Based on 10,389 persons 25 years and over (ACS, 2019)

Employment
A total of 8,302 civilians 16 years and older are employed. The top three industries that
employs 63.6 % of the population are manufacturing, education services/health care and
social assistance, and retail trade with 81.7% being in the private wage and salary worker class.
Other classes include government workers at 10%, self-employed with own business at 7.6%
and unpaid family workers at 0.3%.
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Local Jurisdictions
The Roseau River watershed in the United States occupies portions of Beltrami, Kittson, Lake of
the Woods, Marshall, and Roseau counties. Local jurisdictions include:


Roseau River Watershed District (RRWD),



Roseau County and SWCD,



Kittson County and SWCD,



Lake of Woods County and SWCD,



Beltrami County and SWCD,



Marshall County and SWCD,



Red Lake Nation,



the City of Roseau, and



24 organized Township Boards (20 in Roseau County, 3 in Marshall County, and 1
in Kittson County).

Approximately 0.8% of the watershed is sovereign Red Lake Nation land, where water
resources are managed by the Red Lake Department of Natural Resources.

Water Resources
Surface Water

The Roseau River basin
encompasses lands of three
nations, the United States (US),
Canada, and Red Lake Nation,
nestled in Minnesota’s top
northeastern portion of the
Red River Basin. The entire
basin covers about 2,057
square miles with
approximately 1,128 square
miles or 55% lying within the
US. The outlet of the Roseau
River drains into the Red River
of the North, approximately 9

Figure 11. Roseau River Basin
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miles north of the International Border by Ginew, Manitoba, Canada. The Roseau River length
totals 214 miles.
Beginning at Lost Lake in Lake of the Woods County, the Roseau River begins its southeast to
northwest journey to the Red River of the North in Canada. The river flows through five
counties—Lake of the Woods, Beltrami, Marshall, Roseau, and Kittson—before entering
Manitoba, Canada, and in due course, converging with the Red River of the North. The City of
Roseau is the only primary town that the Roseau River flows through within the United States.
The main tributaries are South Branch Roseau River, Hay Creek, Sprague Creek, and Pine
Creek.
Wetlands/Storage. Rivers and streams have seasonally variable patterns in their flows of water,
nutrients, and sediments. Nature has its own built-in methods for storing water (wetlands) and
draining excess rainwater from the landscape (intermittent streams). Wetland storage in key
locations can help alleviate downstream flooding within the Roseau River basin as well as the
Red River basin. Private landowners have contributed to wetland restoration and storage
across the watershed area through wetland banking, agricultural wetland banking, and
through state and federal
programs for installing
pertinent projects and
practices on their land.
The Roseau River
watershed has a diverse set
of wetland types across the
watershed, remnants of
glacial action that remain
on the landscape. They are
important wildlife and
aquatic habitat as well as
key mechanisms for
helping to buffer

Figure 13. National Wetland Inventory

streamflow, improve base flow, and filter pollutants.
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All eight wetland types are found in Roseau County. Of those eight, the two most prevalent
wetland types are 2 (inland
fresh meadows) and 6
(shrub swamps). Most of
the type 1 wetlands
(seasonally flooded basins)
have already been
converted to agricultural
uses and no longer
function as true wetlands
(SWCD, 2019).
Lakes. Five small lakes that
are 240 acres and smaller,
are found in the Roseau
River watershed area.

Figure 14. Sites of Biodiversity Significance within the Roseau River Watershed

Marvin Lake is in the Lost River State Forest and the rest are in Beltrami Island State Forest.
The DNR categorizes lakes as natural environment, recreation development, and general
development depending on size, depth, and the number of dwellings per mile of shoreline.
The watershed contains two designated lakes: Marvin Lake and Hayes Lake. Both are classified
as natural environment. Hayes Lake is a popular destination within Hayes Lake State Park and
offers many recreational opportunities. Only Hayes Lake was monitored for water quality.
Results show no declining water quality trends. Two lakes and a pond in the watershed meet
the DNR’s criteria for Lakes of Biological Significance, meaning they contain sensitive bird
and/or plant species (MN Geospatial Commons, 2020). Mulligan Lake has moderate
significance, an unnamed pond downstream of Mulligan has high significance, and Marvin
Lake has outstanding significance.
Table 3. Lakes and Historic Lakes

Roseau County
Beltrami County
Lake of the Woods County

Lakes

Historic Lakes

Marvin, Hayes*

Roseau, Whitney, Mud

Mulligan, Unnamed
Lost
* man-made
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Altered Hydrology. The same glacial till that allows for water storage also encourages
agricultural development
on fertile soils. Ditches,
culverts, and tile drainage
have assisted agriculture
producers in draining
water from the landscape
to increase field acreage
and provide conveyance
systems for large rain
events in rural areas. When
these practices are
prominent in a watershed,
the region is often referred
to as having altered

Figure 15. Altered Watercourses in Roseau River Watershed

hydrology.
Total watercourse length across the watershed is

*Altered Hydrology – a change in the amount and
timing of water throughout the year reaching a
stream, river, or lake as compared to some previous
time period. This is commonly thought to be caused

1,451.3 miles. Altered watercourses make up

by an increase in peak discharge and the runoff

61.0% of that total along with 0.4% impounded

benchmark condition.

volume for various rainfall events, as compared to a

and 16.4% having no definable channel. Altered
hydrology speeds up the rate that water leaves the landscape, thus negatively affecting the
wetland storage capacity. Dams on the Roseau River channel have the potential to block fish
passage. Beaver dams in legal ditch systems and Roseau River tributaries also affect
longitudinal connectivity.
Ditch systems are governed by MN State Chapter 103E Drainage Law. Public legal drainage
ditches are administered by local drainage authority, and construction and maintenance are
funded by property owners benefitting from that ditch. Private ditch systems are privately
managed by the landowner. It is important for the public to understand what type of ditches
are in their area. Proper ditch maintenance can minimize erosion and issues with stream
stability, water quality, and aquatic habitat. When water is drained faster, it may cause more
nutrients and sediment to move into streams and rivers. Excess levels of sediment can affect
aquatic life by covering habitat structures, such as rubble or woody debris, and increased
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cloudiness (turbidity) in the water. Excess levels of nutrients may cause algae blooms, which
deplete dissolved oxygen in the water, causing fish kills.
Historical increases in altered watercourses and drainage of wetlands have also contributed to
more frequent and more severe flooding in the watershed with floodwaters crossing over into
the Two Rivers watershed and downstream into Canada and the Red River of the North, which
can have negative economic and environmental consequences. Because of its history of
flooding, the Red River basin partners have worked to coordinate flood damage reduction on
a basin-wide scale.
The main options for reducing runoff and flooding described in the Red River Basin Flood
Damage Reduction Framework (Technical Paper No. 11) include the following projects.
Depending on the situation and location, nearly all methods have been deployed to some
extent in the Roseau River watershed.


Reduce flood volume – includes practices such as wetland restoration, cropland
best management practices, and conversion of land use to perennial grassland or
forest (increases evapotranspiration).



Increase conveyance capacity – includes practices such as ditch maintenance,
agricultural drainage, diversions, setting back existing levees, and increasing road
crossing capacity.



Increase temporary flood storage – includes practices such as impoundments,
wetland restoration, culvert sizing, and levees.



Protection/avoidance – includes practices such as urban, farmstead and agricultural
levees, evacuation of the floodplain, and flood-proofing.

The RRWD was originally formed to reduce flood damage in the watershed, and now also
manages water quality and natural resources. Flood damage reduction and protection
projects have primarily included ring dikes around rural residences, community flood
protection, improving public infrastructure and drainage systems, urban stormwater
management, and increasing temporary flood storage.
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Stormwater Systems/Drainage Systems/Control Structures
Stormwater Systems

The City of Roseau employs a stormwater/sediment collecting basin for the west-side area of
the city before waters are released into the Roseau River. Currently, there is no imminent plan
for an east-side basin.

Drainage Systems
Approximately 560 miles of legal drainage ditches are located throughout the Roseau River
watershed.
Table 4. Legal Ditches and Ditch Authorities
Ditch

Roseau County

RRWD

State

20, 69, 87

51

Judicial

19, 33, 61, 62, 69

County

7, 9, 11, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24

Watershed District

Kittson County

32
8, 16
1, 3

Water Storage/Control Structures
The watershed has several
water storage and control
features for flood control,
spring floodwater storage,
erosion reduction of
downstream channels, and
wildlife or aquatic benefits.
Some structures are nonoperational due to lack of
maintenance and or failing
during past flood events.
Water storage and control
structures will continue to
be developed and
constructed in the future.

Figure 16. Roseau River Watershed 100-Year Floodplain and Water Management
Structure Locations
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The newest water management structures are the West Interceptor (2008) and the East
Diversion (2011).
FEMA Floodway. The floodplain maps were updated after the East Diversion was constructed.

Water Quality and Quantity
In 2020, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) finalized the Watershed Restoration
and Protection Strategy (WRAPS) report for the Roseau River watershed area. This associated
monitoring effort consisted of assessing existing data and collecting new data, which resulted
in identification of waterbodies that do not meet standards for water quality. These waters are
designated as impaired. Three tributaries of the Roseau River have been found to have
unstable flow regimes and insufficient physical habitat that have affected macroinvertebrate
and or fish populations (MPCA, 2020). These tributaries are Severson, Hay, and Pine Creeks, as
seen in Figure 13. A mercury (Hg-F) impairment in fish populations has also been found on the
main stem Roseau River and Hayes Lake. An E. coli impairment was identified within Hay
Creek. Pine Creek also has an impairment for high concentrations of total suspended solids
(TSS).
This same study also
found that certain
waterbodies had
improved water
quality and were
delisted from the
impairment list for
turbidity. These waters
are Sprague Creek
and Roseau River
from Hay Creek to the
Canadian border. No
nutrient impairments
were identified within
the watershed.

Figure 17. Impaired Watershed within Planning Regions of the Roseau River Watershed
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According to MPCA’s Roseau River Watershed Stressor Identification Report, aquatic habitat,
bacteria, and sediment are the main concern for impairments in streams of the Roseau River
watershed. Contributors to these impairments include water flow instability, insufficient habitat,
sediment, loss of longitudinal connectivity (beaver dams or road crossings), altered hydrology
(ditching, diversion), channelization, livestock accessibility, no access to flood plain during
large flood events, and/or low dissolved oxygen (DO). The only impairments that are
addressed in the Roseau River Watershed Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) study are
bacteria and sediment in Hay Creek.
Annual Peak Streamflow at Caribou, Ross, Sprague, and Malung Gage Sites

Figure 18. Flow Gages within the Roseau River Watershed
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Figure 19. Annual Peak Streamflow near Malung

Figure 20. Annual Peak Streamflow at Ross
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Figure 21. Annual Peak Streamflow below State Ditch 51 near Caribou

Figure 22. Annual Peak Streamflow near Sprague, Manitoba
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Precipitation and Stream Flow Trends
Klamm (2021) has noted that changes in precipitation and flow are evident when looking at
the three long-term flow gages in the watershed based in Malung, Ross, and Caribou.


Dry conditions have seen a reduction (average 67%), while the wetter conditions
are increasing (average 97%)



Precipitation has increased on average (21%)



August Median base flows at all gages at least doubled from past to current
periods



The amount of water flowing during low-, medium-, and high-flow events has
increased



Higher flows are occurring more often in the watershed, potentially increasing inchannel erosion. In the Roseau River there has been between a 30%-47% increase
in stream channel-forming flows.

Water is flowing onto floodplains more frequently.


Caribou gage - After 1992, 1240 cubic feet per second (cfs) is exceeded 18% of the
time, but only 6.3% prior to 1992.



Ross gage: After 1996, 1209 cfs is exceeded 13% of the time, but only 6% prior to
1996.



Malung gage: After 1991, 1101 cfs is exceeded 3.3% of the time, but only 3% prior to
1991. This small increase is likely due to the landscape and storage in the upper
portion of the watershed.

Flow Durations – The amount of water flowing during low, medium, and high flow events has
increased.
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Figure 23. Roseau River Flow Duration Changes

In-channel erosion higher flows are occurring more often in the watershed, potentially
increasing in-channel erosion. In the Roseau River there has been between a 30% to 47%
increase in stream channel-forming flows.






Caribou gage:
o

Channel Forming Flow (Before 1992) = 1,240 cfs

o

Channel Forming Flow (1992 and later) = 1,825 cfs

Ross gage:
o

Channel Forming Flow (Before 1996) = 1,209 cfs

o

Channel Forming Flow (1996 and After) = 1,713 cfs

Malung gage:
o

Channel Forming Flow (Before 1991) = 1,101 cfs

o

Channel Forming Flow 1991 and After) = 1,430 cfs

Water-Based Recreation Areas
Forests, wetlands, and streams are quality habitat for fish and wildlife and enjoyable terrain for
recreation. Boating, fishing, waterfowl, small game and deer hunting, trapping, camping, and
birdwatching are regular pastimes in the area along with the new pastimes of biking,
mountain biking, kayaking, and canoeing. A paved bike trail and a mountain bike terrain area
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(Mount Roseau), along with a 10-acre ATV challenge area, are located by or along the length
of the East Diversion. The most popular water-based recreational areas include the Roseau
River Wildlife Management area in the northwest portion of the watershed and Hayes Lake in
the southeast portion of the watershed.

Unique Features
Fish Habitat

One designated trout stream containing brook trout is in a ditch grade in Beltrami Island State
Forest and is fed by Bemis Hill Creek (DNR Fisheries). These waters are also the headwaters of
Hay Creek and the Roseau River. The 2015 fish survey by DNR fisheries revealed a healthy
population of walleye, northern pike, and channel catfish in the Roseau River and numerous
other fish species. Catfish have even been discovered within Roseau city limits. Hayes Lake
within Hayes Lake State Park is home to additional species such as largemouth bass, bluegill,
and black crappie.

Wildlife Habitat
Numerous areas have been designated to preserve and manage special lands and wildlife
habitat within the Roseau River watershed, as shown in Figure 17. About 39% of the Roseau
River watershed are publicly owned lands. State managed lands may be viewed on the DNR’s
Recreation Compass | Minnesota DNR (state.mn.us) , which has pop-ups and links to
additional information.
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Figure 24. Special Lands and Habitat

Special Concern, Threatened, and Endangered Species
The state lists (20 threatened [bird (1), insect (1), mammal (2), vascular plant (7)] and
endangered species [bird (4), insect (3), vascular plant (2)]) with one, a small butterfly, being
on the federal endangered list (DNR, 2022b). Forty-three species are of special concern
(amphibian [1], bird [7], fish [2], insect [4], lichen [1], mammal [4], mussel [1], moss [1], and
vascular plant [21]). Two species, the bald eagle and a jumping spider, have been delisted. The
bald eagle remains protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.

Climate/Precipitation
Northwestern Minnesota has a continental climate, influenced primarily by the continuous
successions of high- and low-pressure areas moving from west to east across the region. The
climate is characterized by wide temperature variations with moderate to heavy winter
precipitation occurring as snow and ample summer rainfall. Bordering Canada, cold winters
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and short summers are typical for this watershed area. The growing season is typically May
through September, which dictates the type of crops grown in the area.
Drought, frequent storms, and extreme temperature changes will likely continue creating
challenges for Minnesotans in the future. Planning for concerns such as unpredictable growing
seasons, flood damages, and drinking water shortages can alleviate undesirable impacts in the
future. Recent observation of the 30-year average temperature compared to the entire
historical climate record (1895-2018) indicates that in the Roseau River watershed, there is an
average annual departure from historical average of +1.9º F with the winter season showing
the greatest average temperature departure (DNR, 2019). At the same time, local climate
stations show a precipitation departure from the historical annual average of +1.7 inches with
the summer season showing the greatest change (DNR, 2019).
Average Annual Temperatures and Precipitation

Minimum
Temperature
27.6 ˚F

Average
Temperature
38.3 ˚F

Maximum
Temperature
49.0 ˚F

Average
Precipitation
23.3 Inches

Groundwater
Groundwater dynamics in
the Roseau River
watershed are also a relic
of glacial activity. Due to
soil types, the west central
and northwest portions of
the watershed area have
very low groundwater
pollution sensitivity. Some
areas in the south and
extreme northwest

Figure 25. Pollution Sensitivity of Near-Surface Materials
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portions of the watershed are highly sensitive to pollution because they contain glacial lake
sand and gravel, allowing for short travel times to the aquifer.
There are four Drinking
Water Supply Management
Areas (DWSMA) in the
watershed, including City of
Roseau and three mobile
home parks. All have
moderate vulnerability
classifications (Disrud,
2021). The Wellhead
Protection Areas
boundaries are contained
within each DWSMA. All
public and private water
supply systems in the

Figure 26. Pollution Sensitivity of Wells

watershed derive drinking water from groundwater. There are no agricultural irrigation
systems.
Two main groundwater recharge areas are known for rapid groundwater recharge in the
Roseau River basin. One is in Sandilands Provincial Forest in Manitoba, Canada, and the
second is in Beltrami Island State Forest in southeastern Roseau County, MN.
The Roseau River central basin corridor is primarily an area of groundwater discharge, mainly
in the large lowland peat areas. Artesian flows are frequently experienced at the base of the
Beltrami recharge area. The Palmville Fen in the southwestern portion of the watershed is a
discharge area for lands to the west and north. Pine Creek and other small drainage systems
west of Pine Creek are major collectors of the groundwater flow moving in a general
southwesterly direction from the Sandilands Provincial Forest. Similarly, the Roseau River,
Roseau River South Fork, and Hay Creek are primary collectors of northerly flowing
groundwater originating in the Beltrami Island area. The groundwater converges on the
Roseau Lake segment of the central corridor from both the south and north recharge areas.
The groundwater supply to the Big Swamp portion of the central corridor is primarily from the
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north. It is likely that a portion of the southwesterly subsurface flow bypasses the Roseau River
and moves into the Two Rivers watershed.
Groundwater Availability. The entire Roseau River watershed is in the Western Groundwater
Province where groundwater may be found in surficial sand aquifers, buried sand aquifers, or
bedrock aquifers (DNR, 2017, 2021). Aquifers are less common in this part of the state as there
are higher amounts of clay and silt. Groundwater is limited for both buried sand and bedrock
aquifers and is moderately available for surficial sand aquifers.
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